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National Supremacy. By Edward S. Corwin. Henry Holt and
Company. New York.
The main purpose of the author is to investigate the relation of
the national treaty making power to the powers of the state, and
especially to those generally denominated "police powers".
The states rights doctrine of the inviolability of the police
powers is attacked on the ground that it interferes with the opera-
tion of the national treaty making power; it being maintained
that the- treaty making power of the United States is in no way
constitutionally limited by the police powers of the state.
The author accurately traces the rise of the doctrine of re-
-served powers, including police powers, and the effect upon it of
'the case of In re Rahrer, which marked a swinging back to the
older national supremacy doctrine.
Professor Corwin traces the adjudication of the doctrine from
the Supreme Court decision made while still under the domina-
tion of the viewpoint of the framers, down through its various
vicissitudes to its present firmly fixed position in our jurispru-
dence. The conclusion reached is most aptly expressed by a quo-
tation from an address by Senator -Root: "In international affairs
there are no states; there is but one nation. * * * There can be
no question of state rights, because the Constitution in the most
explicit terms has precluded the existence of any such question."
G.R.J.
American Advocacy. By Alexander H. Robbins. Central Law
Journal Company. St. Louis. Second edition. $3.50.
This vclume is one of the best of a number of treatises that
have appeared during the past few years which attempt to give
general advice covering the entire field of advocacy, from the
preparation of the cause to the final decree.
In the chapters on preparation for trial, conduct of criminal
prosecution and defense, method of speaking, and especially on
tact and tactics, a vast deal of valuable advice is given in very
interesting and readable form. The notes are especially well
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chosen, embodying striking examples of the application of the
principles maintained in the text.
That portion of the volume devoted to legal ethics contains
little that has not been set forth many times before.
The second edition of Professor Robbins' book is undoubtedly
worth while and will probably meet with considerable success.
It is valuable particularly to the young attorney who could do
few more helpful things than give it a careful reading.
G.R.J.
Jurisdiction and Practice of the Courts of the United States. By
Charles W. Bunn. West Publishing Company. pp. 129.
This book meets the requirement of many students in present-
ing a brief but carefully prepared summary of the jurisdiction
and practice of the Federal courts. The author is a lecturer in
the Law School of the University of Minnesota and the book is
based on the outline which he has found successful in presenting
the subject to his classes. No attempt is made to enter into an
exhaustive discussion of the.principles involved, but the essentials
are presented clearly and with the leading cases supporting each
rule laid down. The jurisdiction of the United States Supreme
Court is first considered, followed by chapters dealing with the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals, the District Courts, and
one covering the jurisdiction and rules of decision peculiar to the
Federal Courts generally.
